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Project context

• 7th Environmental Action Programme: focus on improved implementation

• The SDGs, especially:

– Goal 16: Promote just, peaceful and inclusive societies, and 

– Goal 17: Revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development

• Environmental Implementation Review

• Wider Commission processes to encourage better implementation and better 
governance

Project will develop a set of 28 environmental governance assessments (EGAs) 
providing comparable information across Member States.
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Dimensions and themes for the EGAs
Transparency Participation Rule of Law Accountability / 

Compliance 
assurance

Effectiveness/
Efficiency

Evidence and 
Reporting (3.1.1)

Public Participation 
(3.2.1)

Practical 
information (3.3.1)

Promotion,
Monitoring, 
Enforcement (3.4.1)

Enabling financing 
(3.5.1)*

Access to information 
(3.1.2) 

EIA/SEA (3.2.2) Access to justice 
(3.3.2)

Complaint Handling 
(3.4.2)

Administrative 
Capacity (3.5.2)

Reliability/quality
(3.1.3) 

Public confidence
(3.2.3)* 

Effective remedies 
(3.3.3)

Liability (3.4.3) Cross-sectoral 
coordination (3.5.3)

Equitability/ 
inclusiveness (3.2.4)*

Judicial capacities 
(3.3.4)

Integrated assessment 
(3.5.4)*

Corruption (3.3.5) Flexibility/ adaptability 
(3.5.5)*
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* Note: questions in the assessment cover all themes, but those in bold are covered in more detail
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Research challenges and approach

• Availability of information – although since transparency is a key element in good 
governance, as a rule of thumb the researchers will be treating absence of 
information as an indication that there are governance issues to address. 

• Comparability – governance structures vary (history, culture, priorities), and 
comparing consistently across 28 Member States is challenging. Will be using some 
simple tests (e.g. availability of environmental information on specific subjects in 
second-largest city) to generate comparable data.

• Aggregation of data - Will try to avoid attempting to rank Member States, but will 
instead provide information on where there is evidence of good governance on each 
theme, and where improvement may be needed.
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9-step process for development of EGAs

Template and guidance docs sent to experts, Kick off meeting

Step 1

First draft EGAs prepared  and sent to  PM

Step 2

Internal QA and experts’ revisions

Step 3

Revised first draft EGAs sent to EC for comments

Step 4

Second draft EGAs prepared based on EC comments and made available online to MS and stakeholders for commenting 

Step 5

Draft final EGAs prepared based on EC, MS and stakeholders comments

Step 6

Draft final EGAs sent to EC

Step 7

Draft final EGAs revised after EC comments

Step 8

Final EGAs sent to EC and published online

Step 9
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Next steps for EGA development
Date Milestone/Deadline Notes
7 Sept 2018 IEEP submits amended second draft 

EGAs to EC
Mid Sept 2018 Publication of draft MS EGAs by EC These will be published as background materials for 

the MS workshop, but also inviting written comment

26-27 Sept 2018 MS workshop - presentation of draft 
EGAs

Compilation of comments and input from EC and MS 

19 Oct 2018 MS, EC and stakeholders submit 
comments to the draft EGAs

3 weeks after the workshop

30 Oct 2018 Country experts reflect the comments in 
final drafts

Additional data/reports are to be reflected at this 
stage, which are expected to be available in October

Nov/Dec 2019 Submission of final draft EGAs and 
synthesis results, discussion between 
project team and Commission

Brussels

24 Jan 2019 Final workshop– presentation of results Brussels
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Initial results
Transparency

• The legal basis for access to environmental information is well established in all MS, 
either through general A2I legislation or else environment specific, usually to comply 
with stricter EU requirements

• Receipt of environmental information  is commonly free, only costs for the delivery 
of the information in a physical format might be charged

• EIA databases and information are not always easily accessible electronically and 
fully open to the public. Access to EIA/SEA documentation is often granted only 
during the period of public consultations or may be limited and hard to find. 

• It is usually, though not always, easy to locate publicly available information on the 
environment; however there are differences between the information available on 7 
thematic areas, with industrial and waste information typically harder to access. 
Some data sets require payment to access

• In the majority of MS it appears that access to information requests are largely 
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Initial results
Participation

• The legal basis for public participation is incorporated in general administrative acts, environmental 
codes, or sector-specific legislation (waste, air, water, GMO etc)

• There is commonly a lack of data and statistics on the actual level of public participation in EIA/SEA 
procedures

• Electronic means for public consultations on plans, policies and draft legislation are pretty common

• There is generally a lack of transparent process on how public comments were taken on board, but 
with some examples of good practice

• It is hard to assess accountability due to a lack of data
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Initial results
Rule of law

• Clear information for the public on how to exercise their access to justice rights is not commonly available,  and 
can be hard to find on relevant websites 

• Legal standing is usually granted when rights, freedoms or legitimate interests are violated or jeopardised

• Active environmental NGOs generally have standing, though a variety of restrictions do exist

• Commonly there are no specific standing rules on environmental cases, they are usually identical with the 
general administrative rules of standing

• High legal costs are a problem in a number of Member States

• Sometimes previous participation in administrative procedures (eg EIA) is a prerequisite for legal standing in 
judicial review 

• There are few examples of specialised courts for the environment – though specialised administrative appeals 
bodies do exist

• Precise quantitative data on environmental law – prosecutions, convictions, types of violations - was hard to 
obtain in most MS

Remedies widely available are quashing of decisions/annulment of acts, injunctive relief
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Initial results
Compliance assurance and Accountability

• In most of the MS, information for operators on how they should fulfil environmental obligations is 
insufficiently clear – with only references to laws and regulations available - or not present at all

• The practice on publishing reports from inspections is widely varied, while annual activity inspection 
reports are generally available 

• Statistics on prosecution of environmental crime are not always available

• Information on enforcement of cross compliance (common agriculture policy) is seldom available

• Information on training of enforcement authorities is also generally not publicly available

• Experts share the opinion that it is easy to file a complaint for environmental harm but these are 
designed, in the majority, for all environmental complaints (not topic-specific)

• In most of the MS there is not a high level of trust in the independence of enforcement authorities
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Initial results
Efficiency and effectiveness

• Most of the MS have introduced or are in a process of introducing a one-stop-shop for environmental 
information and services (although sometimes the commitment in principle is not followed through 
in practice)

• Environmental authorities are increasingly adopting e-governance initiatives, although the level of 
interaction with the general public is not considered satisfactory

• Information on institutional responsiveness and accountability to external public feedback was hard 
to identify

• Data sources and information were hard to identify for many of the questions including: number of 
staff dedicated to environmental matters, specialisation of customs authorities and prosecutors, 
cooperation between relevant authorities.
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